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Abstract
This review summarizes the recent advancements in alter-
nating current (AC)-driven electroorganic synthesis since 2021
and discusses the reactivities AC electrolysis provides to
achieve new and unique organic transformations.
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Introduction
Most electroorganic syntheses reported to date were
carried out using direct current (DC) electrolysis, where
electrons flow in one direction [1]. Alternating current
(AC) electrolysis is an underdeveloped electroorganic
synthesis technique involving the periodic change in the
direction of electric current [2e4]. While there have
been some early explorations of AC electrolysis for elec-
trosynthesis, as summarized in our previous review [5],
insufficient mechanistic understanding and a lack of

convenient methods to identify optimal AC conditions
have hindered its development. Here, we summarize the
AC-driven organic transformations developed since 2021
and discuss the unique properties of AC electrolysis that
made the new reactions possible in this mini-review.

Recently developed AC-driven organic
transformations
Hilt et al. demonstrated the acyl nitroso DielseAlder
reaction of 1,3-dienes with hydroxamic acids by
www.sciencedirect.com
utilizing AC to afford the desired product of 1,2-oxazine
(Scheme 1a) [6]. The Luo group achieved selective one-
electron amine oxidation by applying an optimal AC
frequency. This led to a higher selectivity towards
arylation products and a suppressed overoxidation

pathway to form cyanation products (Scheme 1b) [7].
Later, the same group reported the reversible conversion
of redox-labile functional groups such as quinone and aryl
thioethers under AC conditions to achieve functional
group-tolerant difunctionalization (Scheme 1c) [8]. In
the same year, they utilized the AC frequency to achieve
selective D-labelling at a-amino C(sp3)�H site of
amines in the presence of a thiol hydrogen atom transfer
catalyst and D2O(Scheme 1d) [9]. Moreover, the Lei
group addressed the issue of Ag deposition on electrodes
under DC electrolysis, by using an asymmetric AC

waveform to afford the CeHphosphorylation of alkynes,
alkenes, and (hetero)arenes (Scheme 1e) [10]. They also
developed a CeO/OeH cross-metathesis reaction of 4-
alkoxy anilines with alcohols (Scheme 1f) [11] and syn-
thesis of NeS coupled product from amine and thio-
l(Scheme 1g) [12]. Meanwhile, the Baran group
developed a rapid alternating polarity method or rAP
(equivalent to AC electrolysis using a square waveform)
for chemoselective reduction of carbonyl compounds in
the presence of multiple redox-active functionalities
(Scheme 1h) [13] and Kolbe reaction to form saturated

CeC bonds straight from carboxylic acids (Scheme 1i)
[14]. They also demonstrated metal-free electro-
chemical decarboxylation of alkyl carboxylic acids for
CeC coupling to generate olefins using rAP(Scheme 1j)
[15] and chemoselective hetero(arene) electroreduction
by simplymodifying the ACwaveform (Scheme 1k) [16].
Hibino and his team converted methane to methanol in
humidified conditions using AC frequency that hinders
catalyst degradation (Scheme 1l) [17]. He et al. utilized
the pulse technique to combine both heterogeneous and
homogeneous catalysts to achieve a one-pot two-step

cascade transformation: the conversion of NO2
e to

ammonia followed by Chan-Lam coupling of amine and
aryl boronic acid to yield the desired aryl amine (Scheme
1m) [18]. The Semenov group demonstrated AC elec-
trolysis could provide stirring-free electrosynthesis up to
50-mmol scale with optimal frequency depending upon
the reactor size for various organic reactions [19]. All
these newly developed AC electrolysis methods
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Schematic of the AC-driven electroorganic transformations developed since 2021.
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exhibited yields and/or product selectivity that were
better than their DC counterparts (Scheme 1).

Unique properties of AC electrolysis behind
the newly developed reactions
In the following section, we will discuss the distinctive
properties of AC electrolysis that have enabled the
development of new reactions in Scheme 1 using a few
specific examples.

Timing electro/chemical reactions by AC frequency
AC electrolysis is known to mitigate overoxidation/
reduction of substrates, but its mechanism has been
elusive. In 2022, the Luo group revealed that the ability
Current Opinion in Electrochemistry 2024, 43:101439
of AC electrolysis to time chemical reactions is one
mechanism behind the mitigated overoxidation [7].
They used amine functionalization as a model system, in

which amines can undergo one or two-electron oxidation
to form an arylation product via a radicaleradical
coupling or a cyanation product via nucleophilic addi-
tion, respectively (Figure 1a). They observed the
arylation product is more favored than the cyanation
product under AC conditions, opposite to the selectivity
under the DC conditions. The mechanism is illustrated
in Figure 1b. Under DC electrolysis, amine 1 is first
oxidized to radical cation 3. Then, the deprotonation of
3 occurs in an oxidizing environment, promoting further
oxidation to iminium cation 5 and CN� addition. By
www.sciencedirect.com
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Timing electro/chemical reactions by AC frequency. (a)–(b) The one-electron and two-electron pathways of amine oxidation that produce cyanation
and arylated products. (c) Cyclic voltammograms (CV) of 1 in the presence and absence of base at 0.02 (top) and 5 V/s (bottom) and their equivalent AC
frequencies showing the degree of oxidation shifts from two-electron oxidation to one-electron oxidation according to the peak current comparison (i0 vs
i1). Adapted with permission from Ref. [7], copyright (2022) by American Chemical Society. (d) AC-driven heterodifunctionalization and functional group
tolerance of the AC method compared to the DC conditions. (e) AC electrolysis provides a redox-neutral environment where the redox-active functional
groups can undergo reversible redox conversion, overcoming the potential window-limited functional group compatibility. (f) CVof aryl thioether at different
scan rates showing the reversibility of thioether redox chemistry improves at higher scan rates. Adapted with permission from Ref. [8], copyright (2023) by
American Chemical Society. (g) Illustration showing reaction outcome difference by applying DC and rAP. (h) Proposed mechanism and (i) CV of
piperidine 7 and PivOH at 50 and 400 mV/s. Adapted with permission from Ref. [13], copyright (2021) by American Chemical Society.
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altering the voltage polarity, the deprotonation of 3
could occur in a reducing environment to generate only
amino radical 4 instead of iminium cation 5. This
www.sciencedirect.com
mechanism is supported by cyclic voltammetric analysis
of amine oxidation with and without a base in Figure 1c.
At a slow scan rate of 0.02 V/s, two-electron oxidation of
Current Opinion in Electrochemistry 2024, 43:101439
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amine predominates as evidenced by i1 = 2io. In
contrast, a shorter oxidation time at a high scan rate of
5 V/s could outpace the deprotonation of 3, favoring one
electron oxidation as evidenced by i1 = io. Consequently,
at an optimal AC frequency, one electron oxidation of
amine generates the radical cation 3 at a positive pulse,
which undergoes deprotonation to yield amino radical at
the negative half-cycle, followed by coupling with arene

radical anion formed at a negative pulse to selectively
produce arylation product 1a. Perfect timing of the
deprotonation of amine cation radical 3 by AC frequency
is essential to controlling the amine oxidation level.

Later, the Luo group reported an additional mechanism
contributing to AC electrolysis’s ability to mitigate
overoxidation/reduction. They demonstrated AC-driven
chlorotrifluoromethylation well tolerates redox-labile
functional groups such as aryl thioether, quinone, and
unprotected pyrrole, which has redox potential within

the reaction potential window (Figure 1d) [8]. They
found that the oscillating redox environment of AC
electrolysis enables reversible conversion of these
functional groups after their initial oxidation or reduc-
tion, resulting in improved functional group tolerance
(Figure 1e). This mechanism is supported by their scan-
rate-dependent CV analysis. The CVs of aryl thioether
in Figure 1f show the reduction peak atw�1.8 V, which
is related to regenerating aryl thioether from its oxidized
form, increases at high scan rates, indicating less irre-
versible oxidation of the aryl thioether. The anodic and

cathodic peak ratio (ia/ic) that characterizes the extent of
thioether regeneration was improved fromw11 at 0.1 V/
s to w2 at 40 V/s. They estimated the maximum
product yield from the ia/ic values at different AC fre-
quencies and found an excellent agreement with the
experimental yield at various frequencies. This agree-
ment confirms that the improved functional group
tolerance is due to the perfect timing of the electro-
chemical regeneration of aryl thioethers under
AC conditions.

Meanwhile, the Baran group found AC electrolysis can

also be used to time electrochemical reactions to mini-
mize undesired overoxidation [13]. They reported an
impressive chemoselective reduction of carbonyl com-
pounds such as 7 with multiple redox-active sites using
rAP (Figure 1g). In their reaction design, the carbonyl
reduction occurs at the cathodic phase. A sacrificial re-
agent, pivalic acid, is consumed during the anodic phase.
They observed two possible products under rAP condi-
tions: hemiaminal 8a at shorter pulse durations
(15�20 Hz) and fully reduced lactam 8b at longer pulse
durations (2.5�10 Hz). In comparison, the prevalence

of Shono oxidation in DC electrolysis leads to a complex
mixture. The proposed mechanism is that under DC
conditions, the oxidation of pivalic acid and the piperi-
dine functional group of 7would occur, causing oxidative
Current Opinion in Electrochemistry 2024, 43:101439
decomposition (Figure 1h). However, under AC condi-
tions, the available oxidation time is shortened. Because
of the slower Shono oxidation kinetics of piperidines
than the oxidative decarboxylation kinetics of pivalic
acid, fewer substrates would undergo the undesired
Shono oxidation, leading to an improved yield toward
the carbonyl reduction products. This mechanism is
supported by the CV analysis for substrate 7 and pivalic

acid (Figure 1i). At a slow scan rate of 50 mV/s, both
oxidation peaks of substrate 7 and pivalic acid are
apparent between 1.4 and 1.8 V, whereas the only
oxidation peak of pivalic acid is distinct in this potential
window at 400 mV/s. This result indicates that the
oxidation of substrate 7 is limited by the reaction ki-
netics at high scan rates (equivalent to high frequency),
but the oxidation of pivalic acid is not.

The ability to time chemical steps addresses the over-
oxidation/reduction problem of DC electrolysis and is

crucial to yielding the desired product during AC elec-
trolysis. For example, the Luo group demonstrated
electrochemical hydrogen isotope exchange (HIE) at a-
amino C(sp3)eH sites of tetrahydroisoquinolines
(THIQ) and pyrrolidines, employing a thiol hydrogen
atom transfer (HAT) catalyst and deuterium source
D2O [9]. This HIE reaction proceeds via the oxidation
of amine to amino radical cation followed by two
chemical steps, deprotonation, and HAT, to yield the D-
labelled amine. Based on the deprotonation and HAT
rates, they predicted that (i) THIQs would require a

significantly lower frequency than pyrrolidines because
of the slower HIE at the a-amino C(sp3)eH site of
THIQ and (ii) at higher frequencies, the insufficient
HAT reaction due to the limited reaction time would
result in dimerization of amino radicals. Both are
confirmed by the AC-frequency-dependent product
distribution analysis.

Modulating chemical species concentration in
solution
The Kolbe reaction is a simple method for creating
Csp3�Csp3 bonds using carboxylic acid through elec-
trochemical oxidative decarboxylation. However, due to
the harsh oxidative conditions, this coupling reaction

often encounters issues with low chemoselectivity and
functional group tolerability. One reason is that the
electrogenerated protons from the oxidation of the
substrate, water, or solvent, decrease the pH at the
anode’s surface (Figure 2a). Protonated carboxylates
have high overpotential, falling into the same potential
window for other chemical functional groups’ oxidation.
The Baran group found that rAP could prevent the
accumulation of electrogenerated protons near the
electrode surface (Figure 2a) [14]. This change in pH
influences the oxidation potential of carboxylic acid

substrates during the Kolbe reaction. As shown in
Figure 2b, the CVs of arene in the absence and presence
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2

Controlling solution pH by AC electrolysis. (a) Photographs of reaction pH change under DC (top) and rAP condition (bottom) using bromophenol blue
as the pH indicator. (b) Comparison of reaction mechanisms under DC and rAP. (c) Cyclic voltammograms of carboxylic acid with or without a base
(Me4N$OH). Adapted from Ref. [14], copyright (2023) American Association for the Advancement of Science. (For interpretation of the references to color/
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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of a base (Me4N$OH) reveals that (i) arene oxidation
occurs at 2.0 V without base and (ii) another oxidation
peak corresponding to the alkyl carboxylate oxidation

appeared at 1.3 V with base. Therefore, arene oxidation
would occur in DC electrolysis, whereas the deproto-
nated form of carboxylic acid is preferably oxidized
under rAP, resulting in selective decarboxylation and the
Kolbe dimer formation (Figure 2c). The Baran group
used the same principle to achieve decarboxylative
olefination of unactivated carboxylic acids via a carbo-
cation intermediate [15] and the chemoselective elec-
troreduction of (hetero)arenes by circumventing the
transesterification byproduct formation in a high pH
environment [16].

AC electrolysis can also modulate the concentration
and oxidation states of catalytic metal ions in a reac-
tion solution. Lei et al. [10] developed an asymmetric-
waveform AC electrolysis method for Ag-catalyzed
CeH phosphorylation in an undivided cell using
carbon and Pt electrodes. They found that AC elec-
trolysis prevented the removal of catalytic Ag ions from
the reaction mixture by cathodic deposition because
Ag is repeatedly deposited and stripped off. The
waveform shape, frequency, and duty ratio were deci-

sive in accomplishing the optimal yield. The optimal
condition is that the Pt electrode acts as a cathode and
the carbon electrode as an anode for a longer time
www.sciencedirect.com
than their opposite role. The difference between
carbon and Pt electrodes is that Ag is oxidized pre-
dominantly to Ag(II) at the Pt one but to Ag(I) at the

carbon one. Ag(II) activates phosphonyl compounds to
give an Ag-phosphonyl intermediate and the final
coupling products. A long cathodic time at the Pt
electrode enabled the effective deposition of Ag,
which later oxidized by two electrons to the active
Ag(II) ions.

Promoting effective reaction of intermediates
In our previous review paper [5], we discussed the ability
of AC electrolysis to promote the effective reactions of
electrogenerated intermediates. A similar approach has
been used for the CeO/OeH cross-metathesis of 4-
alkoxy anilines with alcohols by Wang et al. [11] In

their reaction, 4-alkoxy aniline oxidation generates an N-
centered intermediate, which reacts with alcohol and
generates a less stable cross-metathesis intermediate.
Then, reversing electrode polarity helps for instant
reduction of this intermediate to deliver 4-alkoxy aniline.
Similarly, the same group applied the AC approach to
cross-coupling thiophenols/thiols and amines [12].
Disulfides are reduced to thiyl radical and thiolate anion
at a negative pulse. The thiyl radical is then coupled with
an amine radical formed at a positive pulse, generating
the desired NeS coupled product by avoiding the thiol

overoxidation found in DC electrolysis.
Current Opinion in Electrochemistry 2024, 43:101439
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Conclusion and outlook
This review summarized the recent progress of AC

electroorganic synthesis and discussed the unique
properties of AC electrolysis that have enabled the
newly found reactivities, including timing electro/
chemical reactions by AC frequency, modulating the
concentrations of chemical species in solution such as
pH and catalytic metal ions, and promoting effective
reaction of intermediates. Since our last minireview in
2021 [5], the community has made significant progress
in addressing the major challenge of AC electrolysis in
identifying and understanding the optimal conditions.
CV analysis has provided useful information to under-

stand the mechanism and guide the rational design of
AC conditions. The design-of-experiments approach has
also been demonstrated to be efficient in finding the
optimal conditions by Hilt et al. [6] However, CV
analysis is limited by the information it can provide
regarding the identity of reaction intermediates. Recent
developments in operando mass spectrometry could
Figure 3

(a) Schematic diagram elucidating the underlying mechanism that benefits AC
using time-resolved operando mass spectrometry. (b) Electrochemical oxidativ
under (top) DC and (bottom) AC conditions. Adapted from Ref. [20], copyright (2
duration during electrochemical CO2 reduction (CO2RR). (d) The catalytic Cu
effect on CO adsorption and C2+ product selectivity during CO2RR. Adapted

Current Opinion in Electrochemistry 2024, 43:101439
address it. As shown in Figure 3a, Wan et al. [20]
developed a time-resolved operando electrochemical
mass spectrometry (EC-MS) platform to detect in-
termediates of microsecond lifetime by conducting EC
reactions at the nano-electrospray ionization tip. This
platform has provided direct experimental evidence to
support the proposed mechanisms for previously real-
ized electrochemical CeC homocoupling [21], NeS
cross-coupling [12], and CeO/OeH cross-metathesis
of arylamines [11]. Figure 3b shows the MS-detected
N, N-dimethylaniline (DMA) radicals and their dimer-
ization product, N, N, N0, N0-tetramethylbenzidine
(TMB), as a function of time under DC and AC con-
ditions. The formation of TMB under DC conditions is
quicker than in AC conditions, resulting in its accumu-
lation and formation of the overoxidized product
TMB�þ. In parallel, Xu et al. [22] developed a nano-ESI
MS platform integrated with a bipolar electrode to
identify short-lived intermediates in the AC-driven

CeO/OeH cross-metathesis reaction. Using bipolar
electrolysis by time-resolved mapping of short-lived reactive intermediates
e homo-coupling of DMA. Real-time recording of the ion intensity changes
023) Wiley-VCH. (c) Product selectivity changes as a function of AC pulse
species on an electrode surface under AC and DC conditions and their
from Ref. [23], copyright (2023) by American Chemical Society.

www.sciencedirect.com
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electrodes can avoid the complexity of physically
connecting an electrode to a power supply. These
studies have shown operando EC-MS could provide rich
information about the reaction intermediates, poten-
tially used for rapid screening of optimal AC conditions.

Another underdeveloped but exciting direction in AC
electrolysis for organic synthesis is heterogeneous catal-

ysis systems. Waveform-modulated heterogeneous elec-
trocatalysis has recently attracted significant attention in
electrochemical CO2 reduction (CO2RR) [24]. CO2RR
can produce various C2þ and C1 products, including
ethylene, ethanol, formic acid, carbon monoxide, etc.,
but C2þ products are more valuable and thus preferred.
The Cuenya group has found that pulsed electrolysis is
beneficial to maintaining both Cu(0) and Cu(I) species
on the electrode surface, delivering ethanol with high
selectivity [25]. Similarly, Li et al. [23] observed an
improved C2þ product selectivity in pulsed CO2RR

(Figure 3c). Their time-resolved Raman spectroscopic
analysis shows the presence of CuxO on the electrode
surface facilitates the adsorption of CO, which impacts
the C2þ selectivity (Figure 3d). These studies indicate
the potential of using AC electrolysis to modulate the
oxidation states of heterogeneous electrocatalysts for
achieving unique reactivities in organic synthesis.
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